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not find favour. Although Englishmen were accepting
conscription, Armenians might not be asked to submit
to a lesser and safer ordeal. Their persons apparently
were sacred.
But Paris was turning the matter over in mind.
Three-cornered discussions, wherein Great Britain,
France, and the Kingdom of the Hedjaz were taking
part, had been in progress for some months, and the
future of Syria and of territories adjacent to that
country hung in the balance. In close relation with
their fate was that of the province of Cilicia and its
tiny seaports Alexandretta and Mersina. In theory
the villayets of Mersina and Adana lay outside the
spheres of influence claimed respectively by the three
parties concerned, but that consideration hardly
affected the anxiety common now to each of the three
Allies to secure territorial aggrandizement at the ex-
pense of Turkey. Germany had convinced herself
long ago that wide commercial possibilities existed in
Asia Minor, and that belief was infecting her enemies.
If the German view had solid foundation, it was clear
that the Power in possession of the coastline of Cilicia
would be able to exploit the situation to the best
advantage. But while plenipotentiaries were arguing
and wrangling upon the distribution of territory in
Asia as yet unconquered, France conceived an idea
which, if developed successfully, could not fail to
establish her influence in Cilicia. In that province are
dotted about various centres of Armenian life. To
penetrate these strongholds, not as conquerors, but as
allies of the population, was the French plan. She
would raise a national army of Armenians, and at
their head march into Cilicia.
In the refugees at Port Said lay an admirable
nucleus of such a force. Egypt desired nothing
better than to be rid of them; Great Britain had
abandoned her intention of utilizing their services:

